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PROLOGUE
„Do you believe that skis have their own spirit 
and personality?“

Only a non-skier could doubt it. The rest of us 
acknowledge it, discover it, we live it out with 
our ski enjoyment. Skis are not only a piece of 
crafted material for us. They are a colleague, 
and a friend.

Therefore, we have tried to bring the skis closer 
to you, from the other side, as a personality with 
their individual characteristics. We have let 
them speak and introduce themselves through 
words which they, according to us, would use if 
only they could.

Come join us in this non-traditional game. 
You are skiers and that is why you will 
understand it for sure. And we hope that 
you will also appreciate it.

We haven’t taken away the traditional, real 
characteristics either.
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SPECIAL
race collection

AHV 07 SL
A classic sandwich construction with two layers 
of titanal plate provides excellent grip, quick edge 
change and a dynamic exit. A progressive tip shape 
(FLF) supports an easy and quick turn initiation. Racing 
edges, ABS sidewalls, increased dampening, a top 
base, racing tune. The most perfect ski together with 
AHV 07 GS that Sporten has ever developed.

More information are available at commercial department of Sporten 
(Ph. No. +420 566 654 343, +420 566 654 364).

The products in this section are determined for racing and are produced according to 
individual requirements. They have to be ordered till the end of June and certain minimum 
quantity (all orders) have to be achieved.

A top tuned racing and high 
performance slalom ski for 
the most demanding skiers
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More information are available at commercial department of Sporten 

(Ph. No. +420 566 654 343, +420 566 654 364).
More information are available at commercial department of Sporten 

(Ph. No. +420 566 654 343, +420 566 654 364).

AHV 07 GS BOHEMIA RCX
A racing crosscountry 
ski that Sporten has been 
continually developing

A classic sandwich construction with two layers of 
titanal plate guarantee excellent grip, stability in high 
speeds, powerful acceleration and a dynamic exit. 
Racing edges, ABS sidewalls, a top base, racing tune. 
Together with AHV 07 SL the most per fect ski that 
Spor ten has ever developed.

A unique 3D shape makes the ski more elegant and 
improves its aerodynamics. This is a topclass model 
with a special structure of high-molecular base for dif 
ferent t ypes of snow. On-demand ski for top-racers. 
Classic model is specially developed for classic st yle 
and for skiing in racing tracks only. Skate model is 
specially developed for skating on racing tracks only.

The products in this section are determined for racing and are produced according to 
individual requirements. They have to be ordered till the end of June and certain minimum 
quantity (all orders) have to be achieved.

The products in this section are determined for racing and are produced according to 
individual requirements. They have to be ordered till the end of June and certain minimum 
quantity (all orders) have to be achieved.

A top tuned FIS-legal GS 
racing ski for the most 
demanding skiers
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SPECIAL
AERIALS WINTER / SUMMER

Special aerials skis for World Cup racers. The ski of 
the SALT LAKE CITY 2002 Olympic Champion Ales 
Valenta is nicknamed „Valentovky“ to honor Sporten’s 
skier Nr. 1. Both winter and summer (water training) 
versions, each with a slightly dif ferent construction.

race collection

zimní: letní:

More information are available at commercial department of Sporten 
(Ph. No. +420 566 654 343, +420 566 654 364).

The products in this section are determined for racing and are produced according to 
individual requirements. They have to be ordered till the end of June and certain minimum 
quantity (all orders) have to be achieved.
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JUMP SKIS X-RACE
Competition jumping skis from Sporten are under 
a systematic development program fueled by 
valuable feedback from our top athlet es. In shorter 
lengths also available as a lightweight-core version 
for junior racers.

A core consisting of many pieces of selected wood in 
combination with several layers of triaxial f iberglass 
of fers an excellent torsion rigidity. A sandwich 
construction with ABS sidewalls, inserts moved 
backwards and a wider tip allow racers an aggressive 
ride and excellent handling.

Racing jump skis A cross board specially 
developed for racing

More information are available at commercial department of Sporten 
(Ph. No. +420 566 654 343, +420 566 654 364).

More information are available at commercial department of Sporten 
(Ph. No. +420 566 654 343, +420 566 654 364).

The products in this section are determined for racing and are produced according to 
individual requirements. They have to be ordered till the end of June and certain minimum 
quantity (all orders) have to be achieved.

The products in this section are determined for racing and are produced according to 
individual requirements. They have to be ordered till the end of June and certain minimum 
quantity (all orders) have to be achieved.



SUPER VARIOFLEX
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Advantages of the Super VarioFlex:
1. Allows an easy and quick length adjustment. 

No extra tools or rental bindings needed.

2. Preserves the natural f lex of the ski.

3. The ski f lex doesn’t af fect the safety function 
of bindings.

4. The ski f lex doesn’t af fect the safety function 
of bindings.

5. Can be easily moved forwards or backwards 
thus allowing a personalized mounting position 
and influencing the ski’s character.

 allows an easy and quick length 
adjustment of bindings

 the ski f lex doesn’t af fect the safety 
function of bindings, preserves 
the natural f lex 
of the ski

 its height prevents 
boot-out

The VarioFlex plate offers three basic improvements: better carving, 
better handling and a better grip.



To carve a turn as smooth as possible the ski should flex ideally 
without any deformation. That’s a well-known fact.

The Sporten VarioFlex plate combines two basic principles:

 the ski-plate contact takes place in two axes so that the ski can 
freely f lex between the two points

 the plate is f ixed at the front and floating at the rear

What makes the VarioFlex plate unique is the combination of these 
two ef fective principles resulting in exceptionally undeformed and 
natural f lex even in stif f skis.
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Another advantage of the VarioFlex plate is the quick adjustment to any ski 
boot length and the possibility of moving the bindings back or forth, adapting 
the ski to the skier’s personal preference, to terrain and to the type of turns.

The Sporten VarioFlex plate does not have to fl ex. The toe and heel of the 
binding always remain independent of the ski fl ex, preserving the release setting 
and forward pressure and thus signifi cantly increasing the skier’s safety.

Last but not least, the VarioFlex plate does not require any freefl ex function 
and complex connecting mechanisms, thus permitting the use of lighter, less 
complicated and less expensive two-part bindings without any lifters. The 
height of the VarioFlex plate totally prevents any boot-out making it a perfect 
choice even for extreme funcarvers seeking breathtaking inclinations.

The Sporten VarioFlex plate offers unprecedented ski 
fl ex, adjustability, height and safety in a light 
and elegant pack.
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Alpine Race

AHV 06 SL
I can of fer you easy and fast starting, smooth control 
and when you press down, it’s with a great dynamic 
finish. You can make the best short turns with me, but 
we can agree on medium turns too. But I won’t punish 
you or steal your strength. I am versatile, I know how to 
ski and I’m fun. And I’m not a wimp; I’ve got two titanals, 
just like what goes with and belongs in my section.

SET: plate TYROLIA Railf lex Base II, binding TYROLIA RFD 11

Length [cm] 155 165

Profile [mm] 114-64-99 116-65-101

Radius [m] 11.3 12.6

SKI

Hi racer. Are you in 
shape and can you ski?
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AHV 06 GS AHV 05 SL
If you really know how to turn, you’ve chosen well. But it 
will cost you something. I’m not for the weak or lazy, but 
only for carvers. Otherwise, I’m friendly but really, for 
adults over 21. You have to lead me properly, break me 
in for starting and stopping. But you can experience it 
like almost nowhere else.

... can ski but are a lit tle afraid of my more demanding 
sister 06, stay with me. We’re twins, almost the 
same, I even have two titanals, but I’m nicer and less 
demanding. Softer. And according to everyone I’m very 
versatile.

SET: plate TYROLIA Railf lex Base II, binding TYROLIA RFD 11 SET: plate TYROLIA Railf lex Base II, binding TYROLIA RFD 11

Length [cm] 176 181 186

Profile [mm] 102-65-89 dle FIS dle FIS

Radius [m] >21 dle FIS dle FIS

Length [cm] 155 165

Profile [mm] 114-64-99 116-65-101

Radius [m] 11.3 12.6

Hi racer, do like speed 
and long turns?

Hi athlete, if you are 
light, or a girl,...
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TECTOR
Agile, nothing thin and scrawny, just right for pistes 
both beautiful or ungroomed. Exactly for skiers who 
want to go nimbly, or at other times more laid back, 
and not work too hard. I get along with really good, but 
at the same time with rather average skiers. I’m not 
bad, or lazy – just right.

SET: plate SPORTEN SVF 40, binding TYROLIA SL 100 
or plate TYROLIA Railf lex Base II, binding TYROLIA RF 10

Length [cm] 153 161 169

Profile [mm] 110-68-97 110-68-97 110-68-97

Radius [m] 13.3 15.1 16.8

Alpine High 
Performance

SKI
Hey skier, do you know that 
I’m seriously trendy?
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PHASE SPIDER
... , which have slalom parents but has a few millimetres 
added and is bred to be a good-natured choo-choo 
train for almost everyone? So don’t go anywhere else. 
I slide, turn, read your mind and I don’t misbehave. 
None of my other siblings are as universal.

Tested ,popular, said to be the ideal carving teacher. 
Or else type-casted as recreational, but they say I’m 
a lit tle like an Asian fighter: I look inconspicuous, but 
inside I’m like a willow switch (well, wood and laminate) 
and I can handle more than it seems. And definitely 
I don’t squeeze wallets.

SET: plate TYROLIA Railf lex Base II, binding TYROLIA RF 10 SET: plate SPORTEN SP 16, binding TYROLIA SL 100

Length [cm] 158 167

Profile [mm] 116-69-100 116-69-100

Radius [m] 13.1 14.8

Length [cm] 150 160 170

Profile [mm] 110-66-96 110-66-96 110-66-96

Radius [m] 12.5 14.5 16.8

Are you looking for 
universal skis?

Good day to you, I am here 
as a solid surety.
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SKI
Alpine Recreational
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DAEMON LIMBERDAEMON Yes, I am here quite
at the end.

We look almost the same, but I easily get around 
without wood, so my services are much cheaper. But 
they say I surprise that I perform so well. Why not, 
af ter all turning is so easy! And it’s said that I have 
an unbelievable ratio of price/performance. Well, if 
everyone says so...

It’s because the others took the more experienced 
skiers and I’m waiting here for the new and cautious. 
That means I’m nice, accept everything and ask for 
almost nothing. Simply for beginners and for taking it 
easy. I’m pretty new, but they say I can handle it.

SET: plate SPORTEN SP 16, binding TYROLIA SL 100 SET: plate SPORTEN SP 16, binding TYROLIA SL 100 prm

Length [cm] 140 150 160

Profile [mm] 110-66-96 110-66-96 110-66-96

Radius [m] 10.9 12.5 14.5

Length [cm] 151 162 173

Profile [mm] 107-68-93 107-68-93 107-68-93

Radius [m] 14.6 17.0 19.7

colours: colours:

I am the twin of the Spider.
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PHEON
Tested ,popular, said to be the ideal carving teacher. 
Or else type-casted as recreational, but they say 
I don’t seem like it: I look inconspicuous, but inside 
I’m femininely resilient and I can handle more than it 
seems. And definitely I don’t squeeze wallets.

SET: plate SPORTEN SP 16, binding TYROLIA SL 100

Length [cm] 150 160 170

Profile [mm] 110-66-96 110-66-96 110-66-96

Radius [m] 12.5 14.5 16.8

Alpine 
Lady

SKI

Good day to you, I am here 
for solid surety, especially 
for ladies.
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COMET WILD ANGEL
We look almost the same, but I easily get around 
without wood, so my services are even cheaper. But 
they say I surprise that I perform so well. Why not, 
af ter all turning is so easy! And it’s said that I have 
an unbelievable ratio of price/performance. Well, if 
everyone says so...

For sure in time you’ll want to go to cuddly freestyles, 
but before that train on me for a while yet. You have to 
admit that I look pretty good, nothing outdated. Just 
for you. You can totally show of f with me. I’ll be your 
good friend.

SET: plate SPORTEN SP 16, binding TYROLIA SL 100 SET: binding TYROLIA SL 70

Length [cm] 140 150 160

Profile [mm] 110-66-96 110-66-96 110-66-96

Radius [m] 10.9 12.5 14.5

Length [cm] 128 140

Profile [mm] 104-67-90 104-67-90

Radius [m] 10.7 13.1

I am the twin of the Pheon. Hi there young ladies.
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S-LINE
Short, but no runt. I can be pretty sharp! I mainly know 
how to carve, long turns are a piece of cake with me. 
That’s what those who are just learning say, but they’re 
also hotshots who know why they should fool around 
with me. I’ve already been admired abroad in tests. 

SET: plate SPORTEN SP 16, binding TYROLIA SL 100

Length [cm] 116 126 136

Profile [mm] 103-68-92 103-68-92 103-68-92

Radius [m] 7.8 9.5 11.5

Alpine 
Super Carve

SKI

So what am I really? 
Hey careful, I’m almost 
a legend!
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CULT
My folks sometimes gripe that I should do something 
respectable, but they’re piste fun just doesn’t grab me. 
I found myself in the snowpark. I have the most fun 
there because I meet people like me there. I try to fall 
as easily as you like  I promise that you won’t be even 
a bit disappointed.

SET: binding TYROLIA PEAK 11

Length [cm] 166 174

Profile [mm] 118-84-107 118-84-107

Radius [m] 19.1 21.2

Alpine 
Freestyle

SKI

Freestyle is my style.
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Alpine Freeride
SKI
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STORM
Piste? It’s only a path how to get to seriously powdered hills.

It’s only real there! I recharge and put down new experiences and 
adventures in my diary. There’s no more beautiful moment like carving 
arcs in powder, but even just being alone in deserted mountains is 
something worth living for. That’s the reason to get me.

SET: binding TYROLIA PEAK 11

Length [cm] 179 188

Profile [mm] 134-84-113 134-84-114

Radius [m] 13.3 15.3
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SKI
Alpine Funride
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FLASH MARVIN
I’m a bladed metre and already a fixture. Still the same 
and still unbeatable. No one turns like me. No work, no 
long training. Take me with you or hire me. I don’t take 
up a lot of space and anyone can horse around with me. 
Who else can say that?

Short, wide, maybe even sharp-eyed. Easy to fool 
around with, beautifully wide, so even for you, who isn’t 
too much into skiing, but maybe have cool inline skates. 
Loads of fun, easy-going.

SET: plate SPORTEN SP CARVE, binding UNI 2 SET: binding UNI 1

Length [cm] 97

Profile [mm] 100-74-95

Radius [m] 6.2

Length [cm] 80

Profile [mm] 125-95-115

Radius [m] 3.3

Hey all! For sure you know me. Hey, you know what bigfoot was?




